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Macro: ENRON 

Culture 
Observable symbols 

● Employees – known as “Enronians” – believed themselves to be the best and the brightest in the world.  
● Wear the same blue shift/clean cut yet outdoorsy 
● Stage banner in one meeting---‘from the world’s leading energy company – to the world’s leading company 

Physical layout and appearance 
● Employees treated like celebrities 
● Joint presentations were often very visual and stimulating in a big and expensive hotel ballroom 
● While the various human resource policies and practices singled Enronians out as exceptional and distinctive, 

Enronians themselves looked and sounded much the same: 
○ The first thing I noticed about Enron traders is that they all looked very similar: A goatee was fairly 

common; otherwise they maintained a clean-cut yet outdoorsy look; and if they didn’t wear some version of 
a blue shirt every day, then it was like they weren’t on the team . . . I recall the first time I showed up to 
work in a green button-down, only to realize I was completely surrounded by a dozen guys wearing the 
same blue shirt. Not just blue shirts – but the same blue shirt (Cruver 2003: 37). 

 
Communication: jargon, patterns, stories 

● “Jeff was like the prophet”, known as the “Darth Vader-master of the energy universe” and his “storm troopers”, 
Kenneth Lay was described as a “revolutionary”,  

● Aggressive nicknames were proudly adopted 
○ Rebecca Mark – another senior executive – was known as “Mark the Shark” 

● Skilling referred to his traders as “storm troopers’ 
● Enronians 
● Top category “water walkers” 
● The same language was adopted: “come to shore”, “metrics: 
● They adopted the same language, as particular terms marked Enronians out but also signaled their membership of 

the same “club”.  
● No one at Enron would ever “build consensus,” they would “come to shore,” as in “We have to come to shore on 

this,” or “Are you ready to come to shore on this?” One week somebody used the word “metrics” to mean the 
numbers in a deal, as in “We’ve got to massage the metrics!” Pretty soon, everyone was using the term “metrics” 
and anyone who used the term “numbers” or “calculations” was a “loser,” the most popular Enron label of all 



(Swartz and Watkins, 2003: 193). 
● In the Hyatt’s ballroom felt like a reeducation camp, every speaker stressed the new corporate dogma, which was 

that . . . Enron’s mandate was to become more nimble, more flexible, more innovative – or else. The speakers . . . 
had droned on about that mission for hours. Most of that day, Skilling prowled the perimeter of the ballroom, 
making sure that his acolytes were, in his words, “getting it” (Swartz & Watkins, 2003: 7). 

● The consistent message to employees was that they were the brightest and the best 
● Legends about Ken Lay and Je Skilling’s transformational leadership, that had led to Enron’s stunning growth 
● Story about senior executive  Rebecca Mark riding an elephant to promote her India venture  
● Stories about all-expenses-paid holidays rewarded to the top performers 

Practices and behaviours 
● Young graduates and MBAs were allowed to make multi million decisions without higher approval 
● Long work hours > 80 were considered “normal” 
● Presentations were theatrical and spectacular, company retreats were luxurious 
● Rank and yank, winners despised the “loser”, compensation based entirely on performance appraisal 
● Employees were ranked twice a year and divided into one of three groups – A’s who were rewarded; B’s, who 

were encouraged; and C’s who were told to shape up or ship out. Those in the top category were referred to as 
“water walkers” (Swartz & Watkins, 2003). Those in the bottom category were given until their next review to 
improve.  

● Yet the competition between these Enronians was cut-throat. “You had to fight for what you believed in, so you'd 
fight, you'd get beat up, you'd get depressed. And then the next day you would win – and you'd be on top of the 
world again” (Fishman, 2002).  

● The prevailing philosophy was: “If you were smart enough and tough enough to work at Enron, you deserved to 
live like last year’s Oscar winner” (Cruver, 2003: 191). The company abolished seniority-based salaries in favor of 
more highly leveraged compensation that offered huge cash bonuses and stock option grants to top performers 

● Employees were “Enronized” so that they would “compete fiercely among themselves and to leave all other 
loyalties, including family, behind  

● This system, known as “rank and yank” meant that 15 percent of employees were regularly fired or quit. It led to a 
cut-throat culture  as individuals took any steps they could to avoid being in the lowest 15 percent and even those 
in categories two and three faced the threat of being “yanked” sometime in the future  

● One employee said: “If I’m on the way to my boss’s office to talk about the compensation, and if I step on a guy’s 
throat, he doubles it, well I’d stomp on the guy’s throat.”  

● Recruitment process ‘emotionally intense’ 
● Empower young undergraduates and MBAs to make multi-million decision without higher approval, stimulate them 



to work harder and encourage risk taking behaviour 
 
Values, assumptions, feelings and beliefs 

● Prevailing philosophy → “if you were smart enough and tough enough to work at Enron, you deserved to live like 
last year’s Oscar winner” employees who performed well were compensated well 

● Skilling hired people who were very young, because very young people did not insist on coming in at nine or 
leaving at five, or on keeping things as they had always been, or, for that matter, on questioning authority once 
they had signed on with him 

● Entrepreneurial and risk taking behaviour was encouraged 
● Culture of self-preservation ahead of common good 
● Money making was the ultimate objective 
● Another Vision team declared that “Everything we do is about change”. “Change is a goal. Change a habit. 

Change a mind” (Tourish & Vatcha, 2005). A video was also produced for company-wide dissemination, in which 
Lay proclaimed that his main objective was ‘to create an environment where our employees can come in here and 
realize their potential’ 

● What attracted these new recruits was their view of Enron ‘‘as a hip, dynamic, new-age, blue-chip company that 
you could join and have a good time”  

● These new traders, according to Gary Hamel, ‘‘were bold, hungry, and creative’’ and their challenge was to make 
money – at all costs. Traders were “assigned to a territory and/or a specialty, but their real assignment was simply 
to find ways to make money’’ 

● Work regimes of up to eighty hours a week were regarded as normal. Employees sacrificed their today in the hope 
of a better tomorrow – and they did not ask questions.  

● Corrective feedback was not sought. In fact, it was stifled.  
● You cannot imagine how proud we all were to be there, and then of course we had a leader who imbued us with a 

sense of confidence, that if we were smart anything could be accomplished - Amanda Martin 
● Achieving high performance is the &rst priority, cut-throat culture  

○ Top management constantly stresses the importance of ‘growth and an ever-increasing stock price’ 
○ ‘Enronizing’ employees to ‘compete &ercely among themselves and to leave all their loyales, including 

family, behind’  
○ To make money, ‘at all costs’  
○ ‘&ght for’, ‘win’, ‘top of the world’---encourage &erce compeon  

● Employees believe themselves to be ‘the best and the brightest in the world’  
○ They believe they are contributing to the society---intensely smulang environment, ‘was like a drug’ 



● code of ethics, however, whether these are upheld in practice is questionable  
○ Respect Integrity Communication  Excellence 

 
Integrationist 
The culture, or the way things are conducted at Enron is highly visible, with shared values persisting throughout the firm. 
There is clear evidence for an integrationist culture, which is the suggestion that there is a singular, uniform culture in 
place. An integrationist culture exhibits traits that allow it to survive and adapt to its external environment, and also helps 
keeps internal integration within the firm -that is, staff work cohesively and have shared understanding.Integrationist 
cultures are generally suggested to make the organisation stable, as the culture is prevalent and dominant - there is a 
lower degree of conflict. It allows people to work together, especially when engineered and deliberately constructed, as 
people will have shared understandings, and a common set of rules will be easily applicable. 

● A single more uniform structure allows people to work together without having explicit rules because they share 
the same values 

○ Enron online was set up and ready to go without much coordination from higher management. Cellular 
division is hinged on the assumption that cross functional teams will work well together because they have 
a common goal 

● Schien’s External adaptation - this strong culture allows Enron to have the means to accomplish their specific 
goals (gaining a larger market share and venturing into unregulated markets). Employees were willing to work hard 
for long hours and engage in risk taking behaviour because they believed it would make the company more 
successful. Employees unwilling to do so were subject to the rank and yank 

● Schien’s Internal integration - no formal integration, there was consensus on: strong common language of jargon, 
the criteria for the allocation of status, power and authority came from employee performance, the top performers 
were treated like/referred to as “water walkers”; people who worked with the bosses would be “safe” in the face of 
uncertainty (criteria for friendship), only the best ideas would be funded by Enron stock, if not it would be funded by 
“phantom equity” (criteria for allocation of resources) - Enron has a strong social glue that bonds employees 
strongly, but deep down they are just as wary of their colleagues 

● Top down control of the culture by the leaders, corrective feedback was “stifled”. Dominant culture which is seen 
as helping the organisation to perform in a cut throat market. 

● The culture is engineered by the founders (epic, theatrical, spectacular, visionary), strong selection (harsh 
interview and recruitment process), leadership of managers (employees were excited to be led by Skilling), 
socialisation (you had to be cool or you would be a “loser”), and rewards and punishment (cut throat rank and yank 
system) 

● Culture of being innovative, the best, cut-throat culture 



● Consensus on culture throughout the organisation 
● Environment where employees were afraid to express their opinions or to question unethical and illegal business 

practices 
● How internal integraon is established in Enron: 

○ Adapt common language  
○ Dress code: ‘not just blue shirts - but the same blue shirt’ 

● Core values: competition, strive for exceptional performance, obedience of top management orders, ‘no bad news’ 
● Mechanism for allocating rewards and punishment - ‘rnak and yank’ 
● Enron operates in an environment: innovative, risk-taking 
● Goal: ‘growth and an ever increasing stock price’, ‘make money’ 
● Means of achieving the goal: to make money ‘at all costs’ 
● Criteria for measuring result rank and yank 

 
There were highly visible symbols within the firm itself. The firm's constituents were highly flamboyant, with Skillling having 
'dressed for the part' of 'Darth Vader' during company gatherings, referring to the traders as 'Storm Troopers'. Rebecca 
Mark was known as 'Mark the Shark', and used 'theatrical costumes and settings', having rode in on a meeting 'on an 
elephant to promote her India ventures'. These costumes and metaphors clearly embraced the eccentric culture, with 
Enron described as 'that gate-crashing Elvis' - indeed, the advertising campaigns which declared Enron 'a laboratory for 
innovation', and 'Change is a goal. Change a habit. Change a mind' reinforced this quirky notion of Enron - these 
empathetic displays of flair and perceived 'individuality' ran throughout the firm, with employees - called 'Enronians', 
believing 'themselves to be the best and the brightest in the world.' 
 
The deliberately engineered culture is also key to the integration at Enron. Attracting the 'brightest and the best' and only 
those who could 'compete fiercely amongst themselves and to leave all other loyalties, including family, behind', Enron 
employees possessed a 'punishing workload' but also were also 'empowered to make multi-million decisions without 
higher approval'. Due to the rigorous recruitment process, with interviews lined up consecutively one after another, only a 
certain type of employee made it through - one that was arrogant, brash, and thoroughly believed in their abilities. Indeed, 
the 'cut-throat' environment and the 'rank and yank' system both lend itself to an unilaterally accepted system where there 
was a consensus on how Enron operated as a whole. 
 
Within the employees themselves, it was obvious that the Enron dogma had been accepted - the unity was obvious but 
also a degree of brainwashing as 'the first thing I noticed about Enron traders it that they all looked very similar' - they all 
wore the 'same blue shirt'. They also 'adopted the same language', as they used jargon, unique language understood by 



members of the Enron 'club', such as 'come to shore' and 'metrics'.  
 
On a deeper level, there were understandings and values that resided through all the employees -everyone was fiercely 
competitive. It was assumed that every day would be a test of survival - 'You had to fight for what you believed in, so you'd 
fight, you'd get beat up, you'd get depressed. And then the-next day you would win' - everyone felt the same about the 
competition, that it was necessary for success - with such consensus, everyone had the same motivations and drive 
necessary to work in a high-octane atmosphere such as Enron. There were also, however, issues with this integrated 
culture -there was a consensus in that 'There was an unwritten rule…"no bad news".' This made the firm inflexible and 
irresponsive to internal issues. 
 
Limitations 

● Strong culture hindered employees to speak up, such as about unethical practices 
● top management at Enron is seeking to promote a dominant culture to boost performance 
● In the normal course of operation, the culture of ‘promong high levels of work intensity over an extended period of 

me’ does prompts the employees to ‘double their goals, or more…’---resulting in major growths and successes in 
the industry and help with its expansion into other industries 

● However, when problems arise(accounting scandal, being accused of manipulating stock price, responsible for 
California’s rolling blackout), this culture starts to lose its dominant influence power, rumours and varying opinions 
emerged suggests the existence of underlying subcultures in the &rst place---linkto di(erenaonist theory 

● The existence of the strong, uniform culture may in its roots be a management tacc to ‘brainwash’ the employees 
link to critical perspective of culture 

 
Differentiationist  

● Employees see themselves as part of an individual department 
○ Robert: Well I’d rather hear the news from my manager anyhow...I just want to know where I’m going; 

where my department is going; and what we’re specifically supposed to be doing. 
● Enron supported the idea of ‘‘cellular division’’ wherein entrepreneurial new businesses, which challenged 

established business models, became separate divisions.  
● Most of the employee have the same mindset 
● Robert knows that some consensus is already formed at his department level and their direction 
● Besides, it’s you traders (nodding at Gary) that get all the attention. You’re the favoured ones; you get to go on the 

holidays and expense paid trips (She smirks) though maybe not for much longer, I think, if the rumours about 
Skilling are true.  



● Subcultures exist between traders and other divisions. Other divisions see the traders being favoured with big 
bonuses and holidays 

● Some divisions believe that they are more superior than others  
● Gary Atkinson, as a trader, believes that he alone is responsible for Enron’s success  
● Certain poisons are better rewarded and get more attention. 

 
Differentiated cultures possess different subcultures within one large firm. These subcultures may be present within each 
individual division or functional group, or just within each work team guided by managers - it is these smaller groupings, 
commandeered by middle management, that impact the functionality of teams and upon efficiency. On the surface, Enron 
possesses a very integrated culture, with employees being selected for high performance and stamina. However, there is 
still are still subcultures within the business that have small, but distinct differences between each division in the business. 
Ostensibly, as the company 'abolished seniority-based salaries in favor of more highly leveraged compensation… to top 
performers', there should have been very little to separate one employee from another. 
 
Indeed, while not explicitly stated to have caused subcultures, the 'rank and yank' system would have lent itself to 
discrimination and differentiation between employees. The very nature of the system -putting employees into different 
performance categories, where A's were rewarded, B's were encouraged, and C's told to 'shape up or ship out', meant 
that there would've been inevitable bouts of jealousy and competition. A's would have acted differently to B's and B's 
would've acted differently to C's - the highest ranked performers were chasing rewards - 'If you met your goals, you could 
double your salary', whereas obviously the lower 'graded' employees would have fears about their position in the firm and 
the possibility of losing their jobs. Their attitudes, therefore, would have been different -Jayne comments on this as she 
states that, "there's no way we are going bankrupt… they were probably one of the ones who were 'yanked' for their lousy 
performance', ultimately creating an elitist culture based on the divide in performance between employees. 
 
Job security was of utmost priority to many employees, as during the meeting between four employees for lunch, Jayne 
noted 'they were all stressed' by the 'need to look for work elsewhere', and that Gary explained that there were 'safe ones', 
and conversely, 'not so safe ones' - the ones that worked directly with Ken and the ones that didn't. There were also other 
differences before the departure of Skilling between departments - Amy's comment that 'it's you traders.. That get all the 
attention. You're the favoured ones' indicates that there was very real differences in how different divisions had opposing 
understandings of the company processes - that there is a bias in place in terms of performance evaluation.  It is clear that 
the different functions in the business do not coexist completely peacefully nor do they work together, with 'strange things 
going on in finance'. However, the very rigid, top down management of the business means that middle managers, who 
are supposed to manage culture in a differentiationist environment, are unable to voice their opinions either 



 
 
Limitations 

● Some animosity between subcultures 
● Not easy to move from trader culture to other cultures 
● Scope for middle managers to manage culture, not utilised. 
● Balkanization; sub- cultures work for self interest rather than common interest (bonuses → traders) 
● given that a diverse range of cultures exist, top management should empower middle management to shape, 

define, and manage the culture in their own sub-divisions 
● Each sub culture can work in complementary way that aligns with the overall organisational objectives 
● Recognising the existence of different sub-cultures may help Enron through its downturn if managed well 

 
Critical theory 

● Employees are treated poorly but the culture encourages them to perform because of the potential good treatment 
they will receive 

● The culture is so strong that they are willing to work hard without much pushing 
● The culture is not easy to resist, because it may impact employees socially and financially, therefore they conform 

and hide bad news, as well as lie 
● Dissent is quashed by firing or relocating 
● Employees seem to enjoy being apart of Enronian group as they feel apart of something special that is contributing 

to society, happy to conform 
● Employees want to resist the culture of not speaking up as they believe there are critical issues, however they 

cannot for fear of losing their job 
● Due to the rank and yank system, employees are afraid to question unethical practices, which allows for fraud to 

occur, impacting the company’s future 
● Rank and yank forces employees to improve their performance  
● The rank-and-yank system---easily used by managers to reward ‘blind loyalty and quash brewing dissent’  

○ forces employees to improve their performance by all means---achieve higher profits for the company 
○ Forces employees to obey management’s demands, no one dares to raise concerns or criticisms → as a 

result, absence of whistle blower, all afraid to question unethical and potentially illegal business 
practices.’allows for instances of fraud to occur, detrimental to the company’s future 

● Enron created an environment where employees were afraid to express their opinions or to question unethical and 
potentially illegal business practices. Because the rank-and-yank system was both arbitrary and subjective, it was 



easily used by managers to reward blind loyalty and quash brewing dissent (Fusaro & Miller, 2003: 52). - criticism 
is not tolerated  

●  
● Enron’s management kind of makes a facetious culture where criticism is welcomed (any questions at the end of 

the presentation) but employees know this is a trap  
●  
● Constant fear of being fired via the rank and yank system, even those that appear close to the superiors  

 
● Gary: It’s OK for you. You’re one of the safe ones.  

 
● Jayne: The safe ones? What do you mean by that?  
●  

 
The very rigid, top-down system of Enron where Skilling is described to have "prowled the perimeter", and had described 
his employees as "acolytes", means that the distribution of power is very much so with executive management.  Indeed, 
hiring practices were designed to maintain power in the upper echelons - they 'hired people who were very young, 
because very young people' didn't continue 'questioning authority once they had signed on with' Enron. While the culture 
benefited management -largely, they reaped the rewards of such hard working, motivated employees, it was also 
rewarding for employees themselves as it can be noted that 'even regular traders could earn multi-million dollar bonuses'. 
 
It was incredibly difficult to resist the culture however - one of poor ethics and performance above all else as 'if I step on a 
guy's throat, he doubles [compensation], well I'd stomp on the guy's throat', since the 'rank and yank' system existed. A 
fight for survival, Enron employees did not stand a chance if they did not compete, since the fact 15% of employees were 
regularly fired or quit if they were unable to work in the 'cut-throat culture' where 'individuals took any steps they could to 
avoid being in the lowest 15 percent'. Indeed, acting different would result in being out of place - 'if they didn't wear some 
version of a blue shirt every day, then it was like they weren't on the team'. It was very hard to resist the culture as a 
whole, due to the immense pressures and the profile of most workers being such that they would want to thrive under the 
pressure, rather than resist it. 
 
For some, the pressure was immensely rewarding, with the environment being described as 'intensely stimulating', and 
that the Enron was viewed as a 'hip, dynamic, new-age, blue-chip company' for the 'bold, hungry and creative'. The 
majority enjoyed the high of winning, that 'the next day you would win -and you'd be on top of the world again'. Indeed, the 
employees were regularly praised as the best, reflected in the Enron code of conduct as 'we are satisfied with nothing less 



than the very best in everything we do', with 'the great fun here' being the ability to 'discover just how good we really can 
be'. 
 
Any attempt to resist the culture was largely in vain, given that 'if I came to them with bad news, it would only hurt my 
career' - most employees were uncomfortable with raising complaints as Amy sarcastically sneers 'I'm going to challenge 
the CEO! Little ole' me?' and Gary agrees that 'if heads are gonna roll, then you're going to keep very quiet and out of the 
firing line'. With the Enron collapse imminent, the strong culture became a barrier to progress rather than an incentive for 
improvement, as the autonomy to decide how much responsibility was taken by each individual meant that no one would 
take responsibility and initiative when things were bad - not even Ken Lay. In that respect, the 'rank-and-yank system', 
which was 'arbitrary and subjective', was the cornerstone of the Enron collapse -'easily used by managers to reward blind 
loyalty and quash brewing dissent', employees were unable to resist, and Enron was unable to change its 'unethical and 
potentially illegal business practice'. Though the culture was rewarding, it was also self-destructive - self-preservation was 
put above all else, leading to a dysfunctional business. 
 
Limitations 

● Some control is inevitable 
● Not everyone perceives the same culture negatively 
● In Enron’s case, having the dominant culture proves to be ultimately problematic (as it leads to significant power 

imbalance). Critical theory recognises this pitfall. However, this dominant culture may not be perceived to be 
negative by all employees, so critical theory may not be applicable to the whole organisation 

○ some feel a sense of pride from their work 
○ Despite being quite tough, it does form an ‘intensely smulang environment’---which is perceived to be 

posiveby some. ‘lit me on fire, it was like a drug 
 
Recommendations: 

● Changing rank and yank system, employees feel more valued, can express their own opinions 
● Encourage a culture of sharing ideas and concerns, contribute to greater success at Enron, problems can be 

pinpointed and solved before they grow 
● Promote more unity amongst employees, it is so competitive, likely to achieve more if they supported each other 
● Bonuses tied less to just number figure performance and on other aspects such as helping others, innovative ideas 
● Reward teamwork 
● Use leadership as a tool to engineer more ethical culture (employ right managers) 
● Reinstate seniority based salaries 



● Enron should allow the employees to voice out opinions and suggestions, as well as questions to be asked by the 
employees. 

● Rank and yank system should be eliminated as it had become a way for the managers to reward blind loyalty, 
discouraging communication with the top management. This may encourage issues that arises due to the lack of 
transparency, for example, accounting fraud. 

● Appropriate information about the organization should be made known by the employees, instead of being 
withheld by the top management. 

● Enron also need to investigate the accounting scandals, find the criminal, and hold him accountable to return all of 
the money taken and make the correct accounting report  

 
● The target network, channel and audience are too generic-there is a need to consider the different audiences in 

the organization, and to target different networks using more channels are needed. 
● The CEO needs to communicate with the senior managers of each function to communicate what exactly is 

involved in the different departments; these managers need to then communicate with their subordinates to explain 
the situation to them. Jayne may need to have meetings with the people most at risk from. 

● Because the communication is too generic and the information is inadequate (i.e., the load is not sufficient), rumor 
is filling in the gaps and different individuals are encoding and decoding messages differently. There is a need for 
more feedback if rumour is to be combated and encoding/decoding distortions are to be reduced. This can be 
accomplished through smaller, face-to-face meetings within the different departments. 

● the one-off meeting may be fine as a starting point because everyone gets to hear the message at the same time 
from the CEO directly. But it then needs to be followed up by separate communication by different people to 
different networks. 

● The meaning of what it takes to be a good manager should change from one who was macho, aggressive and 
punitive to one who was democratic and participative. 

●  



Conflict & 
Negotiation 

● Some employees are more cynical – a careful examination might pick up on the rolling eyes and sardonic smirks 
when a team is singing I’m Walking on Sunshine or engaging in a group hug. These disbelievers know how to ‘play 
along’ in order to get by, without emotionally investing in what they refer to as ‘overdone hype’. 

● They conform by outwardly displaying the ‘right’ behaviour and attitudes, but inwardly debunk much of what is 
enthusiastically celebrated by those who are more positive about the culture. 

● Pauly thinks there are simply too many contradictions in the culture for it to be genuinely believed. “Its like, people 
say: “I have a Solaris Attitude” but if it’s a company that promotes individualism how can someone actually have a 
Solaris attitude? What exactly is the Solaris attitude? If you are promoting individualism and diversity why are they 
forcing everyone to be the same?” 

 
Supernova 

● while SuperNova teams tended to turn on each other as performance pressures intensified. In addition, high 
turnover resulted in the constant arrival of new team members who did not always fit in and whose lack of training 
meant reduced team productivity. 

Macro:  

Communic
ation 

Decoding: 
● Problems in some employees decoding the message due to their values,attitude, background and personality 
● E.g. charlene feels that the job is shitty why sugarcoat it, and Tom feels ridiculous when participating in the singing 

ritual and is cynical about the whole Solaris culture 
 
Functional Design (message’s function) 

● Relationships  (establishing relationship between people) 
○ Interpersonal relationship between employees → sense of belonging in Solaris.  
○ Solaris has a nominally flat organisation structure → Team leaders and workers interact with each other 

plus it decentralised structure encourages employees for SMT and empower them 
○ Relationship and communication with organisation goals matches with Solaris having the lower employee 

turnover and best employee 
○ Company “Fun Day” and sing song brings employees together where they will participate together 

■ Kris will bring Tom and sway to the songs, shows that they relate to the organisation and their 
compatibility is high 

○ Solaris’s communication revolves around establishing relationships between people. Solaris wants to 
present their employees with a welcoming, friendly and a light-hearted culture. To communicate this, the 

SOLARIS & SUPERNOVA



design of their message should reflect its content (i.e. shaped in a warm, gentle way). Means of 
communicating the culture through fun days, spot prizes, sing songs which is all light-hearted. 

○ Kimberly → First person to communicate messages to establish a fun and exciting form of relationship. 
■ Current message: buzz words, slogans, singsong, informal dress codes, conversations at interviews 
■ Training, socialisation of new members, self-managed teams 
■ “Family” “fundays” 
■ Physical environment embedded with messages conveying friendly, fun and excitement 

 
● Change (learning, problem-solving, adaptation) 

○ Altering the existing procedures, adapting to new environment rules. This is needed when the takeover of 
Supernova occurs. The 2 very different cultures of Solaris and Supernova require efficient communication 
to communicate change in order to integrate the 2 companies together 

○ Fun days can be held at Supernova to help socialise. Lessen the strictness of supernova 
○ Contrasting environment (sing song, punk out vs traditional environment call centre) → manage supernova 

like solaris 
● Organising (getting people to do things/rules/regulations/policies) 

○ Establishing rules and regulations for a new environment. The joined culture of the companies requires a 
new manual in which maps out the directions, guidance and culture of the new company to direct 
organisation goals 

○ Supernova’s communication is focused on organizing -as it established rules, regulations and policies. To 
do so, communication is strict and rigid, designed to reflect the inflexibility of the rules. Rules concerning 
breaks and shifts were clearly expressed to employees in great detail (such specificity shows 
management’s expectation on employee’s behavior). It may be seen as oppressive and efficient, but 
employee’s job performance can be threatened due to low job satisfaction. 

○ Kimberly intent to build a culture of fun and excitement 
■ Believe will spill over to clients 

 
Networks 

● Formal → authority at the higher level communicate/organisation the roles and responsibilities 
○ E.g. team leaders of the management team will communicate with employees. As for supernova , team 

leaders report to supervisors who then report to project managers, operation manager, CEO. Agents work 
in a more hierarchical structure which makes communication networks formal. 

● Informal → Laterally across departments and between employees. Solaris flat organisation structure allows for 



informal communication (e.g. grapevine across all departments and employee agents).  
○ Solaris  network is informal, creating a sense of involvement. Open network so workers are not afraid to 

express themselves. 
○ E.g. within HR, project managers will liaise with Finance and with Team leaders. Employees are 

empowered to form SMTs which gives authority to team members to work together and form interpersonal 
relationships. Kris sings the loudest and enthusiastic in his job. Tom has trusted teammate to tell his 
feelings to which shows close relationships 

● Technological → IxCT is an integral part of the work videoscreen and keyboard. 
 
Channel 

● Means of transmission of messages → memos  
○ E.g. company slogan is ubiquitous, it is printed on training manuals, coffee mugs, poster boards, letterhead 

to transfer the company philosophy to all employees. Also face-to-face interactions mostly between team 
leaders and members as they work closely to each other 

○ Solaris  are unorthodox as it is face-to-face, more indirectly through the encouragement of culture activities. 
○ Supernova  is formal and final as there are predetermined scripts which employees must abide by are put 

in writing. 
○ Advantages 

■ Everybody get to receive the message/be reminded of it with all the file memos, whereas 
face-to-face provides more clarity and effectiveness 

○ Disadvantages 
■ Everybody is encouraged to pick up the Solaris attitude, but no feedback is shown in the case 
■ Chanene is cynical to the culture but does not feedback to higher authority, Tom sang along when 

Kris comes to him even though he thought it was childish and condescending/ridiculous 
 
Direction 

● Horizontal → laterally across department (informal) 
● Upward → from lower levels of authority to higher (formal) 
● External → to customers through good social/quality calls. Solaris agents burnt relationships between customer 

and agents, take long and complex calls. 
● Supernova is a prominently downward direction of communication. 

 
Frequency and Load 



● Optimum level of information/ideal volume, rate and complexity of messages which suits the capacity of the 
organisation/individuals 

● All agents/managers at Solaris are clarified about their tasks description, culture and there is no ambiguity 
● There is effective communication in the organisation open plan layout. 
● Solaris overloads some of their more cynical employees by making them feel stifled or suffocated by the culture. 

This is because their methods of communication of the culture (e.g. through sing songs) may be seen as overdone 
and some employees feel humiliated by the culture exercises and pressured into performing them. 

● Supernova’s communication may be overloaded. The very detailed and severe rules and regulations may come off 
as oppressive. 

 
Distortion in communication 

● There aren’t any visible distortions/alterations in meanings of messages. Although there is a distortion to Pauly 
who thinks that there are too many contradictions in the culture/communication for it to be genuinely believed. “Its 
like, people say: “I have a Solaris Attitude” but if it’s a company that promotes individualism how can someone 
actually have a Solaris attitude? What exactly is the Solaris attitude? If you are promoting individualism and 
diversity why are they forcing everyone to be the same?” 

 
Meaning-centered Theories 

● Organising and decision-making 
○ Ongoing interaction among all employees at Solaris. Employees are empowered to form SMTs who with a 

team leader are invested to monitor and discipline their members but team members are expected to 
contribute in decision making. This way of organizing employee directs behaviour (culture of Solaris) 

○ In Solaris , communication was very open and inclusive. Buzz words such as “partners” and “trust” were 
encouraged to cultivate a family-like atmosphere, where employees may feel free to express their opinions 
and thoughts. It fostered a participative philosophy which allows employees more discretion in their work 
and opportunities for giving feedback for management’s decisions. Not only management accept feedback, 
but they encouraged and expected employees to contribute in discussions and meetings. 

○ Supernova  is the opposite, communication is strictly top-down and employees have little discretion at 
work. Their shifts and breaks are rigidly decided for them by harsh rules and regulations. Feedback from 
employees is limited in such an oppressive organization and decision-making is not participative. 

● Power and Culture 
○ Informal communication between all agents in which persuasion is intended to get people into the spirit of 

Solaris 



■ E.g. Kris who is enthusiastic about his job in Solaris tends to influence others. He always sings the 
loudest and makes an effort to motivate others if he thinks they are not pulling their weight 

○ In Solaris, the use of communication as a source of power and influence is rather invisible. Influenced 
employees to enjoy their work and manipulate them to view it as a ‘more like party than a lifeless chore’ – 
the Solaris way being captured in the slogan ‘Excitement, Attitude, Achievement’ which is printed 
everywhere and planted on its employee’s minds. This is so they can present to customers in a way that is 
exciting, cool and fun. 

○ Communication between supervisors and employees will lessen our dependency on the power abuser and 
will seek other alternatives 

■ E.g. Each leader in SMT has authority to monitor and discipline their fellow team members. Team 
members are expected to contribute in discussions and decision making and they will have vital first 
hand information about progress of work. Both are dependent on each other.  

● Socialisation and Culture 
○ Healthy culture of the “Solaris Way” - employees are captured by the slogan, company philosophy, 

company “Fun Days” and the physical environment of an open-plan layout and a stimulating/creative 
environment of work 

○ Management uses communication to shape a fun working environment, a relaxed working culture 
■ E.g. words like “creative”, “dynamic”, “motivated” and “attitude” are heard among team members 
■ The ‘solaris way’ is captured by a slogan: “excitement, attitude, achievement’ 
■ Sing Song “I’m walking on sunshine” it is to create a sense of childish fun among employees 
■ The word “family” is frequently used because it conveys a message of security, belongingness and 

warmth (tactical rule) 
○ Socialisation is an active organisational attempt to help members learn appropriate behaviour, norms, and 

values in everyday working environment 
■ Anticipatory socialisation: agents are hired for both their formal skills and more importantly, their 

personal attitude and outlook of life 
■ Encounter socialisation: this involves new employee training and supervisor coaching. Training is 

given for new agents which consists of prominent cultural rituals that seek to socialise and inform 
them about the “way things are done around here” 

 
Metaphors 
Machine Metaphor (centralised decision making, punitive culture, authoritarian power) 

● Supernova 



○ Authoritarian power 
○ Punitive culture - through peer pressure monitoring → underperforming teams were subject to intense 

supervisory pressure to improve productivity or get their bonuses threatened 
○ Centralised decision making - highly bureaucratic like the army - the CEO>the operations manager>project 

manager>supervisor>team leader 
Developmental Metaphor (participative decision making, safe, encouraging culture, egalitarian power) 

● Solaris 
○ Egalitarian power 
○ Safe and encouraging culture - the word ‘family’ is used to describe the team: encourage gifting among 

team members during meetings: informal culture that allows people to punk out: ‘cool’ attire to work 
○ Participative decision-making: Solaris have a fairly ‘flat’ organisational structure - indicative of how 

communication can easily flow from the bottom to the top as well without much boundaries in between 
Transitional Metaphor (planned, adaptive decision making, analytical culture, top down power) 

● Takeover by supernova 
● Change and relocate, change agent: guide 
● There is a need for planned/adaptive decision making when the takeover of Supernova occurs due to the 

conflicting priorities and working culture. Transitional metaphors are needed for change. 
 
Transformational Metaphor (intuitive decision making, risk-raking culture, charismatic power) 

● Reinvent ourselves, change agent: visionary 
● The Solaris culture is there to recreate the call centre environment with its rather unorthodox management 

practices → company philosophy of the “Solaris Way”. Solaris used metaphors like “Fun Day” to describe an event 
which is held every year where the whole company congregates to develop their values and beliefs in seminars, 
songs, dance, partying.  

● Metaphors like “punk out” are used to encourage employees to generate a youthful, enthusiastic flavor to everyday 
life in the organisation 

 

Power & 
Politics 

Power - capacity to influence outcomes 
 
Each of the two firms have different structures and hierarchies, affecting the tendency to mobilise different types of power 
bases. Solaris is described as having a more 'flat' hierarchy, meaning the presence of authority power and the exertion of 
position would be less than in Supernova, whose culture is more 'traditional', with large reporting requirements and 'more 



levels of middle managers 
 
SOLARIS 
First dimension of power (managing resources, conscious strategy to defeat resistance) 

● Reward power  (tangible and intangible ways to reward and punish people) 
○ Carr engages in some unorthodox management practices in order to motivate employees and create a 

customer-friendly environment 
○ Spot prizes: funny hat, bottles of wine, mobile phones 
○ Encourage employees to give gifts to each other 

● Authority  power  (able to tell employees what to do, formal position in hierarchy) 
○ Kimberly and James have power over employees 
○ Make sure company slogans are printed everywhere and everyone has to attend the company “fun day” 
○ Use authority to ensure “the solaris way” is recognised and observed in all parts of the firm 
○ During HR recruitment “They wanted me to say “it’s the people, it’s the people” so i did. I said whatever 

they wanted to hear 
○ This is then supplemented by the fact that 'Sing Song' is a ritual and unavoidable - there is direct 

confrontation within the firm that is overt, but not observed by Bell who thinks 'those who were just "putting 
it on" wouldn't last a day'. Indeed, 'each team has a leader who is invested with the authority to monitor and 
discipline their fellow team members' - there is authorial power vested in middle management, if required, 
as well as reward power to confront dissent 

 
● Referent power (establish a personal rapport, you have charisma) 

○ Employees identify with Carr 
○ With Carr wanting to 'help employees cope with the nature of their work', he enlists Bell's assistance to 

motivate them. Bell's agreement to assist Carr is self-evident in her choice of reading, with 
'pop-management classics about culture' lining her office. 

○ “each team has a leader who is invested with the authority to monitor and discipline their fellow team 
members” 

○ Charims - establish a personal relationship and bond 
○ Build-up of rapport between employees and sense of belonging to the Solaris family  

 
● Expert power  (do things others can’t. Credibility, record of valued achievements) 

○ Bell's agreement to assist Carr is self-evident in her choice of reading, with 'pop-management classics 



about culture' lining her office. Bell's expert power then can be used in order to 'target the values and 
internal thought processes of employees' by speaking of the excitement the company philosophy, the 
'Solaris Way', in order to alter the behaviour of employees. Her mobilisation of power is likely because of 
two key factors: the draining nature of call-centre work, meaning employees are likely to take on-board any 
entertainment they can find, and her control of boundary powers being the head of HR. Indeed, her 
exertion of boundary power is obvious as Pauly, in the recruitment interview 'faked his way through it' 
-'They wanted me to say "It's the people, it's the people", so I did.' His reluctance to embrace the attitude, 
yet having to fake his enthusiasm, reveals that while he 'needed the job', he also needed to pretend, while 
working at Solaris, that he enjoyed it as his perceived enjoyment, more so than 'formal skills', was the 
deciding factor inside the recruiting process 

 
● Information power  (you have info others don’t) 

○ Kimberly Bell, team leader of the HR department uses information power from books stacked in her office 
bookshelf to give her ideas on making her employees work with more fun and excitement 

● Affiliation power  (connected to powerful people) 
○ Kimberly has support of CEO 

● Group support (support of many people) 
○ It can be seen that some of the employees have taken the behaviour and culture of Solaris very seriously 

to the extent that they support it and try to motivate others 
○ Peer pressure to perform Sing Song sessions (kris) 
○ “They wanted me to say “it’s the people” 
○ Ensure groups conform to culture 
○ Outcome: employees display outwardly attitudes but maintain own values 
○ Limites: some employees have not adopted the solaris culture 
○ The cornerstone of the culture itself is the employees, with Kris, the perfect example of a 'Solaris 

employee'. Feeling that his 'job is not "just work" but a means of personal fulfilment', he takes it on himself 
to make 'an effort to motivate others if they are not "pulling their weight" or displaying the required levels of 
keenness.' Noting that certain employees felt that this was unfair, as 'if you are promoting individualism and 
diversity why are they forcing everyone to be the same', it can be interpreted that Bell indirectly uses Kris, 
someone who supports Bell's programs completely, to pressure others into adopting the 'Sing Song' culture 
within the firm - a mobilisation of group support. 

● budgets /equipment (allocate budgets/equipment to others) 
○ Budgets are leveraged to run company Fun days 


